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Abstract
Transformation units are a structuring principle for graph transformation systems.
They consist of a set of graph transformation rules, descriptions of initial and ter-
minal graphs, a control condition, and a set of imported transformation units.
Semantically, they transform initial graphs to terminal ones by interleaving rule
applications with calls to imported units in such a way that the control condition
is satised. In order to describe large classes of similar transformation units in a
manageable and nite way, we extend transformation units with formal parameters.
The components of a parameterized transformation unit are typed expressions con-
taining typed variables as parameters. It turns out that parameter instantiation of
a parameterized transformation unit yields again a parameterized transformation
unit and is associative.
1 Introduction
Graph transformation constitutes a thoroughly studied area with many poten-
tial application domains such as visual languages, specication of distributed
systems, database systems, theorem proving, functional programming lan-
guages, abstract data types, etc. (see [19,5,6] for an overview). Although
there exists a wide spectrum of dierent approaches within the eld of graph
transformation, they all rely on the same common paradigm: graphs are trans-
formed by applying rules to them, and the application of a rule to a graph
yields again a graph.
Realistic applications which are based on graph transformation systems
may consist of very large sets of rules. They are diÆcult to manage if no
structuring principle is available. For this reason, various modularization con-
cepts for graph transformation have been proposed in the last decade like,
for example, platforms [11], gspec modules [4], transformation units [15,18],
?
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diego modules [23], tgts-modules [8], progres packages [22], and trans-
formation modules [14,3,10] where the latter allows to cluster transformation
units. A comparison of most of them can be found in [9]. Apart from gspec
modules, transformation units, and transformation modules, they all rely on
a particular graph transformation approach. This means, roughly speaking,
that they can only structure transformation systems the rules of which are of
a particular type.
In this paper we present the concept of transformation units and extend
it with formal parameters. In more detail, a transformation unit consists of a
set of graph transformation rules, descriptions of initial and terminal graphs,
a control condition, and a set of imported transformation units. Its semantics
is interleaving, because it transforms initial graphs to terminal ones by inter-
leaving rule applications with calls to imported units in such a way that the
control condition is satised. Transformation units are the basic components
of the graph and rule-centered language grace, currently under development
at Berlin, Bremen, Erlangen, Munich, Oldenburg and Paderborn (see also
[13,1,20,12]). It is worth noting that due to their approach independence
transformation units can also be used as a structuring principle for rule based
systems that rely on other objects than graphs [16].
In order to be able to describe large classes of similar transformation units
in a manageable and nite way we extend transformation units with formal
parameters in such a way that every formal parameter of a parameterized
transformation unit has a type and may be instantiated with a value of this
type or of one of its subtypes. It turns out that parameter instantiation of a
parameterized transformation unit yields again a parameterized transforma-
tion unit and is associative.
2 Transformation Units
Transformation units are independent of a particular graph transformation
approach. This means that the basic components such as rules, graph class
descriptions, and control conditions are provided by a graph transformation
approach.
In the following, we assume ID to denote an arbitrary but xed set of
identiers (which are used for the names of rules and of transformation units).
Denition 2.1 (Graph transformation approach) A graph transforma-
tion approach is a system A = (G;R;); C; E) where

G is a class of graphs,

R is a class of rules,

) is a rule application operator yielding a binary relation )
r
 G  G for
each r 2 R,

C is a class of control conditions such that each C 2 C species a binary
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relation SEM
E
(C)  G  G for each mapping E: ID ! 2
GG
,
1
and

E is a class of graph class expressions such that each X 2 E species a set
SEM(X)  G.
Note that control conditions may contain identiers (which refer to trans-
formation units or rules). Hence, their semantics depends on their environ-
ment E which associates a semantic relation with each such identier. In the
context of a transformation unit, the semantics of an identier referring to a
local rule r is equal to )
r
, and the semantics of an identier which refers to
an imported transformation unit t is the interleaving semantics of t.
An example of a graph transformation approach is (G;R;); C; E) where
G is the class of all directed labelled graphs. All labels are of type label which
consists of the subtypes integer and string. For explicit use below, the term
select all nodes(G) with G 2 G denotes the graph which is obtained from G
by marking every node in G with an s-labelled loop. (The label s stands for
selected.)
The class R and the rule application operator) are dened as in the dou-
ble pushout approach [2]. This means that a rule has the form r = (L;K;R)
where L, K, and R are graphs and K is a subgraph of L and R. Intuitively,
)
r
derives a graph G
0
from a graph G by applying the following steps (see [2]
for further details). (1) Choose an image of L in G. (2) Check some particular
application condition called gluing condition. (3) Remove the image of L (up
to the image of K) from G. (4) Add R to the remaining graph by gluing the
subgraph K of R onto the image of K.
The class C of control conditions consists of all regular expressions over
ID plus the conditions once(id) and id ! for every id 2 ID . Every regular
expression C prescribes the order in which rules or transformation units may
be applied. This means, intuitively, that id
1
; : : : ; id
n
may be applied in this
order if id
1
   id
n
is a word in the language specied by C. The condition
once(id) allows all transformations in which id is applied exactly once and id !
applies id as long as possible.
Apart from the default expression all with SEM(all) = G, the class E con-
tains single graphs and the expression no s-loop. For each G 2 G, SEM(G) =
fGg. Moreover, SEM(no s-loop) consists of all graphs without s-labelled loops.
A transformation unit consists of a set of imported named transformation
units, a specication of initial graphs, a set of named local rules, a control
condition and a specication of terminal graphs. It is worth noting that we
consider transformation units with an acyclic import structure. Transforma-
tion units with arbitrary imports are studied in [17].
Denition 2.2 (Transformation unit). Let A = (G;R;); C; E) be a
graph transformation approach. Then the set TU of transformation units
over A is inductively dened as follows. For all I; T 2 E , C 2 C, and sets R
1
For a set A, 2
A
denotes its power set.
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of named rules, i.e. partial mappings R: ID !R:
(i) (I; ;; R; C; T ) 2 TU with import-depth((I; ;; R; C; T )) = 0:
(ii) For every partial mapping U : ID ! TU with import-depth(U(id)) < n+1
for each id 2 DOM (U) and DOM (R) \ DOM (U) = ;, (I; U; R; C; T ) 2
TU with import-depth((I; U; R; C; T )) = n + 1.
2
A simple example of a transformation unit is relabel all edges(a; b) =
(all ; ;; frg; r!; all) where r replaces an arbitrary a-labelled edge by a b-labelled
edge:
r:
 !
a
b
Note that a rule (L;K;R) is depicted as L  ! R. The graph K consists
of all nodes and edges which have the same label and position in L and R.
The interleaving semantics of a transformation unit contains all pairs
(G;G
0
) of graphs such that G is an initial graph and G
0
is a terminal graph,
G can be transformed into G
0
by interleaving applications of local rules and
imported units, and (G;G
0
) is allowed by the control condition within the
environment of the unit.
Denition 2.3 (Interleaving semantics). Let tu = (I; U; R; C; T ) be a
transformation unit over some A = (G;R;); C; E). Then the interleaving
semantics of tu, denoted by SEM(tu) is dened as
SEM(I) SEM(T ) \ (
[
id2DOM (U)[DOM (R)
E(tu)(id))

\ SEM
E(tu)
(C)
where E(tu)(id) = )
R(id)
if id 2 DOM (R), E(tu)(id) = SEM(U(id)) if
id 2 DOM (U), and E(tu)(id) = ; otherwise. (We dene DOM (U) = ; if
tu = (I; ;; R; C; T ).)
The semantics of the unit relabel all edges(a; b) consists of all graphs (G;G
0
)
such that G
0
is obtained from G by replacing every a-labelled edge by a b-
labelled edge.
3 Parameterized transformation units
Parameterized transformation units allow to represent possibly innite sets of
non-parameterized transformation units in a nite way. Every parameterized
unit is dened over a type space which consists mainly of a set of types each
of which denotes a set of objects. Each type s may have subtypes denoting
subsets of the objects specied by s. Moreover, a type space provides a set of
typed variables and a set of typed expressions where the latter may contain
variables. Each ground (i.e. variable-free) typed expression e of a type T
species a single object of type T . The variables of a typed expression e can
be substituted by other expressions in a type-compatible way.
2
For a partial mapping f :A ! B, the set of all x 2 A for which f is dened is denoted
by DOM (f), i.e., DOM (f) = fx 2 A j f(x) 2 Bg.
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In order to be able to parameterize the basic components of a transfor-
mation unit, i.e. graph class expressions, control conditions, and named rules,
a type space is required to contain as types at least those denoting the class
of graph class expressions, the rule class, the set ID, and the class of control
conditions of the underlying graph transformation approach.
Denition 3.1 (Type space). A type space is a system TS = (S;;V ;X )
the components of which are dened as follows:

S is a set of types where each s 2 S species a set O(s) of objects.

 is a partial order on S such that for each s; s
0
2 S, O(s)  O(s
0
) if s  s
0
.
In this case, s is called a subtype of s
0
.

V =
S
s2S
V
s
is a set of typed variables where for each s 2 S, V
s
is a set of
variables of type s. The type of a variable v is denoted by type(v).

X =
S
s2S
X
s
is a set of typed expressions where for each s 2 S, X
s
is
a set of expressions of type s and X
s
 X
s
0
if s  s
0
. Each e 2 X
s
(s 2 S) contains a set VAR(e)  V of typed variables. If VAR(e) = ;,
then e is a ground expression and species an object o(e) 2 O(s). The
type of an expression e is denoted by type(e). Let assign:V ! X be a
variable substitution, i.e. a mapping with type(assign(v)) = type(v). Then
for each e 2 X
s
(s 2 S), there exists exactly one e[assign] 2 X
s
such
that VAR(e[assign]) 
S
v2VAR(e)
VAR(assign(v)), and for each variable
substitution assign
0
, e[assign][assign
0
] = e[assign
0
 assign] where assign
0

assign(v) = assign(v)[assign
0
] for each v 2 V.
In the case where VAR(assign(v)) = ; for all v 2 VAR, assign is a ground
substitution. The set of all variable substitutions is denoted by ASSIGN
TS
and the set of all ground substitutions by ASSIGN
;
TS
.
Let A = (G;R;); C; E) be a graph transformation approach. Then a type
space TS = (S;;V;X ) is a type space over A if for each s 2 fR; C; E ; IDg,
s 2 S with O(s) = s, fe 2 X
s
jVAR(e) = ;g = s, and o(e) = e for each e 2 X
s
with VAR(e) = ;.
An example of a type space is TS = (S;;V ;X ) where S contains G, E , C,
and R of the above example approach and the types label , integer, string, and
ID. The types integer and string are subtypes of label , and G is a subtype of
E . The set of variables consists of the symbols of the Roman alphabet. The
class X of typed expressions contains V and all objects specied by some type
in S. For every v 2 V , VAR(v) = v and for every object o, VAR(o) = ;.
Expressions of type integer and string are the usual ones, like x + y (for
addition of integers), or x  y (for concatenation of strings).
Each graph G labelled over X
label
is in X
G
where VAR(G) consists of the
set of variables occurring in the labels of G. Moreover, for each expression e of
type G, the term select all nodes(e) is in X
G
with VAR(select all nodes(e)) =
VAR(e). Since G is a subtype of E , each expression in X
G
is also in X
E
.
Each rule r = (L;K;R) where L, K, and R are labelled over X
label
is an
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expression of typeR with VAR(r) = VAR(L)[VAR(K)[VAR(R). Moreover,
the triples (L; L;R) and (R;L; L) where L 2 X
G
and R = select all nodes(L)
are in X
R
. The variable sets of (L; L;R) and (R;L; L) are equal to VAR(L).
Expressions of type ID are all words of the form w(x
1
; : : : ; x
n
) where w is
some name over the Roman alphabet and fx
1
; : : : ; x
n
g = VAR(w(x
1
; : : : ; x
n
)).
The expression w(x
1
; : : : ; x
n
) may be abbreviated by w if x
1
; : : : ; x
n
are known
from the context.
Each regular expression over X
ID
is in X
C
. For all regular expressions
e 2 X
C
, VAR(e) consists of all variables which occur in e. Moreover, every
expression once(e) with e 2 X
ID
is in X
C
where VAR(once(e)) = VAR(e).
For each expression e 2 X and every variable substitution assign, the
expression e[assign] is obtained by replacing every occurrence of a variable v
in e by assign(v).
A parameterized transformation unit consists of two expressions of type
E , a set of named expressions of type R, an expression of type C, and a set of
imported named parameterized transformation units.
Denition 3.2 (Parameterized transformation unit). The set PTU of
transformation units parameterized with respect to TS is inductively dened as
follows. For all PI ;PT 2 X
E
, PC 2 X
C
, and partial mappings PR:X
ID
! X
R
with VAR(e) = VAR(PR(e)) for all e 2 DOM (PR):
(i) (PI ; ;;PR;PC ;PT ) 2 PTU with import-depth((PI ; ;;PR;PC ;PT )) =
0.
(ii) For every partial mapping PU :X
ID
! PTU withVAR(e) = VAR(PU (e))
and import-depth(PU (e)) < n+1 for all e 2 DOM (PU ), andDOM (PR)\
DOM (PU) = ;, (PI ;PU ;PR;PC ;PT ) 2 PTU with
import-depth((PI ;PU ;PR;PC ;PT )) = n+ 1:
The set of formal parameters of a parameterized transformation unit ptu =
(PI ;PU ;PR;PC ;PT ) is dened as
VAR(ptu) = VAR(PI ) [
S
pt2DOM (PU )
VAR(pt)[
S
pr2DOM (PR)
VAR(pr) [ VAR(PC ) [ VAR(PT ):
For a variable substitution assign 2 ASSIGN
TS
, the parameter instantia-
tion of ptu is equal to
(PI [assign];PU [assign];PR[assign];PC [assign];PT [assign])
where PU [assign]:X
ID
! PTU , PR[assign]:X
ID
! X
R
such that for Y 2
fPU ;PRg, DOM (Y [assign]) = fe[assign] j e 2 DOM (Y )g and
Y [assign](e[assign]) = Y (e)[assign] for all e 2 DOM (Y ):
The following observation lists some properties of parameterized transfor-
mation units, among them the associativity of parameter instantiation.
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Observation.
Let ptu be parameterized with respect to TS . Then the following holds:
(i) For each assign 2 ASSIGN
TS
, ptu[assign] is a parameterized transfor-
mation unit.
(ii) If VAR(ptu) = ;, ptu is a (non-parameterized) transformation unit over
A in which rules and units are identied with their names.
(iii) For each assign 2 ASSIGN
TS
,
VAR(ptu[assign]) 
[
v2VAR(ptu)
VAR(assign(v)):
(iv) For all assign; assign
0
2 ASSIGN
TS
,
ptrut [assign][assign
0
] = ptrut [assign
0
 assign]:
As stated in the observation, each parameterized transformation unit with-
out variables corresponds to a non-parameterized unit. Hence, for each ground
substitution assign, we can associate a binary relation on graphs with ptu,
namely the interleaving semantics of ptu[assign].
Denition 3.3 (Semantics of parameterized transformation units).
Let ptu be a transformation unit parameterized with respect to TS . Then the
interleaving semantics of ptu is the mapping SEM(ptu):ASSIGN
;
TS
! 2
GG
with SEM(ptu)(assign) = SEM(ptu[assign]) for each assign 2 ASSIGN
;
TS
.
A simple example of a parameterized transformation unit with respect to
the approach of Section 2 and the above type space is the following unit which
relabels all x-edges of its input graph into y-edges.
relabel all edges(x : label ; y : label)
rules: r:
 !
x
y
cond: r(x; y)!
The next example presents the parameterized unit tree structure(x:G; y:G)
which checks whether the graph x has a certain tree structure. More precisely,
for each assign 2 ASSIGN
;
TS
, the semantics of tree structure(x:G; y:G)[assign]
consists of all pairs (G;G
0
) where G is an (assign(x); assign(y))-tree and G
0
is
isomorphic to assign(y). Intuitively, for graphs G and M , a (G;M)-tree is a
tree-like graph in the sense that it consists of an arbitrary number of isomor-
phic copies of G which overlap in subgraphs isomorphic to M in such a way
that the overall structure is that of a tree.
The initial graphs of the transformation unit tree structure(x:G; y:G) may
not contain s-labelled loops because these are used for marking special sub-
graphs during the transformation process. The unit tree structure(x:G; y:G)
uses the unit reduce(y:G). Moreover, it has a single rule r with x as left-hand
7
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side and interface graph. The right-hand side of r is the graph select all nodes(x)
which marks every node of x with an s-labelled loop. Hence, the rule r \se-
lects" a subgraph which is isomorphic to x. The rule of tree structure(x:G; y:G)
and the imported transformation unit are applied arbitrarily often in this
order. The terminal expression requires that the output graph of the unit
tree structure(x:G; y:G) be isomorphic to y.
tree structure(x :G; y :G)
initial: no s-loop
uses: reduce
rules: r : x  ! select all nodes(x)
cond: (r(x) ; reduce(y))

terminal: y
The unit reduce(x:G) deletes all nodes and edges of a selected subgraph
up to some part which is isomorphic to x. It allows all graphs as initial ones
an does not import other units. The rules r
1
and r
2
of reduce(x:G) can be
applied arbitrarily often and in any order. They delete selected nodes and
edges connecting them. The rule r
3
must be applied exactly once. It removes
all s-loops from a selected subgraph which is isomorphic to x. The terminal
graphs of reduce(x:G) are those which do not contain s-loops.
reduce(x :G)
rules: r
1
:
s s
 !
s s
r
2
:
s
 !
;
r
3
: select all nodes(x)  ! x
cond: once(r
3
(x))
terminal: no s-loop
If we instantiate for example the variable x of tree structure with a triangle
(i.e. the complete graph which consists of three nodes) and the variable y with
a single node, the interleaving semantics of the resulting transformation unit
consists of all pairs (G;G
0
) where G
0
is a single node and G is a connected
graph which is composed of triangles in such a way that each cycle (with
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pairwise distinct intermediate nodes) is a triangle and each pair of triangles
overlap in at most one node.
In particular, the unit tree structure(x:G; y:G) can be used to recognize
trees by instantiating x with | and y with a single node.
3
The class of
2-trees can also be recognized, namely by instantiating x with a triangle and
y with |. Analogously we can proceed with trees of other dimensions.
The transformation unit tree structure(x:G; y:G) can be also used for test-
ing whether a graph is connected. This can be modelled with the transfor-
mation unit connected which is shown below. The unit connected accepts any
graph as input. It rst applies its local rule r arbitrarily often and then the
unit tree structure(|; ). The aim of the rule r is to delete edges in cycles
and the unit tree structure is used to check whether the resulting graph is
a tree. Consequently, the interleaving semantics of connected consists of all
pairs (G;G
0
) where G is connected and G
0
is a single node.
connected
uses: tree structure
rules: r :
 !
cond: r

; tree structure(|; )
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the notion of parameterized transformation units
which allows to describe possibly innite classes of (parameter-free) transfor-
mation units in a nite way. A parameterized transformation unit consists
of a typed expression for every component of a transformation unit. Its se-
mantics associates a binary relation on graphs to every instantiation of the
formal parameters with variable-free expressions. This binary relation is equal
to the interleaving semantics of the resulting transformation unit. The main
properties of parameterized transformation units are that parameter instanti-
ation yields always a parameterized unit and that parameter instantiation is
associative. In this paper, we did not consider some aspects which should be
worked out in the future:

The introduced parameterization of transformation units is restricted to
acyclic imports. It should be generalized to transformation units with arbi-
trary import structure (cf. [17]).
3
Each undirected graph can be represented as a directed one by replacing each edge by a
pair of edges pointing in opposite directions. Hence, x can be instantiated with | within
the presented example approach.
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
The presented notion of parameterized transformation units does not pro-
vide explicit output parameters like the transactions in progres [21]. An
extension of parameterized transformation units with output parameters is
sketched in [18].

For practical applications the concept of parameterized transformation units
should be implemented. For this purpose concrete languages for the com-
ponents of parameterized transformation units are needed, as well as an
adequate type system. Note that there exists a rst experimental imple-
mentation of non-parameterized, approach-dependent transformation units
called graceland [7].

In general, all existing open questions for transformation units should also
be answered for parameterized units, as for example the generalization of bi-
nary semantic relations to arbitrary ones, the development of proof systems,
the structuring of large graphs, etc.

Transformation units can be grouped into transformation modules which
additionally provide an import and an export interface (cf. [14,3,10]). The
notion of transformation modules should be generalized to parameterized
units.
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